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This investigotion involved the development and use of a procedure 

for testing the effects of physical wear on particular foundry sand samples. 

A laboratory miller was employed to produce this wear. The samples were 

tested for clay content, in accordance with the standard procedures of 

the American Poundrymen's Association, to measure the wear. As the sand 

somples wore milled, the 4. Ff. A. clay content ef the sand samples increased, 

fae rate of this inerease, over a 50 hour mulling period, served as 4 

measure of the effects of controlled wear on the sand samples, The rela- 

tionship between the wear applied to the sand by this method and that 

which the sand receives in foundry use has not been determined. 

A comparison of the effects of wear on kyanite sand with the effects 

of wear on silica sand, during the mulling period indicates that, for the 

first 35 on of milling, the kyanite sand resisted wear nearly as well 

as did the silica sand. After the first 35 hours the kyanite sand broke 

down considerably faster. 

Microscopic analysis of the kyanite sand grains indicates that, after 

being milled for 50 hours, the normally angular grains were somewhat 

rounded in shape. This rounding of the grains cowld have caused an improve 

ment in the wearing qualities of the kyanite sand had the milling been 

continued. 

Tims, it is probable that, in a given foundry, the casting advantages 

of kyanite and might fully offset any disadvantage resulting from a lower 

resistence to piysical wear.
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TUPRODUCTION 

The purpose of this investigation was to determine the loss of 

kyanite from physical wear as comared with that of Ottawa silica sand 

and a naturally bonded sand. Because this work was done for the bene- 

£i% of the foundry industay, the problems peculiar to ‘thet industry 

were kept in mind. This is but one study of a series, the end result 

of hich should be a set of pacomendations to the foundry industry for 

their guidance in the choice of refractory materials to be used as 

foundry sand, As this is but the first step toward the desired end, 

it can only answer a limited mmber of the questions that have arisen. 

Tn recent yeare the foundry industry has been avare that, despite 

the ‘Long use of silica sand as a molding material, some other mterial 

might do the job better. One of the new prospects was kyanite, one of 

the eillimanite group of minerals, An economical, though small, 

supsly of kyanite is in Virginia. To the foundry 

advantageous characteristics of this materiel. ‘The first character+ 

  

man there are several 

  

istic is a low thermal expansion which results in good accuracy of 

detetil in the casting. Secondly, there is less adherence of the sand 

to the casting, thereby lowering the cost of cleaning the castings 

after pouring. To be economical, the advantages of a material mst 

offset any extra expense involved in ite use. A refractory material 

which breaks down too fast in use and therefore mast be replaced fre~ 

quently will offer serious economic disadvantages. Therefore, the 

durability o* lifetime of the material in use mst be considered.
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The two predominant factors which influence the lifetime of 

foundry sand are effects of heat from the casting process and physical 

wear resulting from the handling, preparation and ramming 

Any sand reclaiming process would add to this wear, The relative 

importance of the heat and the wear is debatable and, in fact, will 

probably vary from plant to plant. The processes mentioned cause sand 

grains to be rubbed together, some with a compacting force which inten~ 

  

pROCeSses es 

sifies the wear, . 

tn practical foundry use, @ given quantity of sand will be used 

to mike many sizes and shapes of parte. It will be added to by any 

dry sand cores placed in the mold and bonding materials necessary to 

maintain the properties desired, These factora make 4% difficult to . 

determine accurately the useful. life of amy quantity of sand in 

praetposl, Se. 

By elintnating or limiting wits laboratory tests are 

capable of determining fundamental facts about the life of sand or 

refractory materials. By assembling the facts to suit the particular 

situation 4% should be possible to predict the results of the use of 

a given material, 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

For centuries, sand has been used as the fundamental materLal. 

in making molds for casting. Control ef the properties of the sand 

was the resvonsibility of the molder. Hie testing method was to piek 

up a handfl of ‘leose sand and squeese it. If it yemained in a Lump 

and did not fecl too moist, the sand was judged to be ready for use. 

Thomas De Sest+ writing in 1911 referred to a crude mold hardness 

  
  Iv" West, Thomas Do, “merican Founary Practies" p 29f
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testing device. In 1920 several sand testing precedures developed 

by the American Poundrymen's Assoclation were described in a book 

by BE. S. Carman®, Organised research, however, did not begin until 

1921 when the Americen Foundrymen'ts Association formed a joint com- 

mittee and subcommittees on sand research. 

  

In the past thirty years, wach research has been done 

foundry sand. dvidence of this can be found in almost any issue 

of any foundry trade publication, This research has covered sources 

of foundry sand, grain fineness and distribution, old and new sand 

binding materials, moisture, and some other phases of sand control. 

Past studies of sand durability described in the "Youndry Sand 

Testing Handbook"3 deal only with the sand binding material. This 

by the failure of foundry~ 

  

neglect of the sand itself can be explained 

men to consider materials other than silica sand for the purpose. Wo 

withae how the binding material was Snistaids the refractory material 

wos silica sands 

De MINERALOGICAL PACTORS DWVOLV ED 

There are inherent differences between silica sand and kyanite 

sand, 

Silica sand is made up of quarts (or quartesite formed either 

by cementation or by reerystellization of quarts grains). The 

grain shape and grain size distribution of sand from different deposits 

  

  

oy Wann, Mehein 8.) "Foundry Woulding Wachine: Rquipment" p 29 

3, American Foundryments Association ‘Foundry Sand Testing 

. : ~ « Hemdbook™ ; 
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FIGURE 1 ~ CRYSTALLINE STRUCTURE OF KYANITE



way vary widely. The quarts grains im some sands may contein 

numerous imelusions of other minerals and/or liquids or gases which 

mey affect in some degree the behavior of the sand in foundry use. 

Silica sands used in foundry practices are made up predominantly of 

rounded to sub-rounded (Ottawa) or sub-angular grains (New Jersey). 

The quarts of these grains has no cleavage but does fracture 

conchoidally? to umevenly. The quarts grain is very tough and the 

hardness, regardless of grain orientation, is seven by the hardness 

    

scale of Moh. Quarts changes from ites alpha form to the beta form at 

1065 F. and to tridymite at 1997 F, These inversions cause a change 

in volume which deforms the mold face slightly ani may fracture the 

groins. 

Wyanite is an alumimm silicate of the triclinic system.? 

An illustration of the crystalline structure is shown in Figure 1. 

The grains have cleavages in three yiinina fone ha a yarting parellel 

to the ¢ face), The hardness is l~5 on the e face parallel to the 

c axis, 6-7 on the a face parallel to the edge between the a and ¢ 

faces, and is approximately 7 on the b face, There is no inversion 

of kyenite at temporatures below 2200 F. This accounts for the 

improved dimensional stability of moide mde with kyanite sand. 

LIMITATIONS 

In order to limit the field covered by this investigation, 

the samples of kyanite and siliea sand were subjected only to the 

effects of physical wear, The highest temerature allowed was 20 F.3 
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the temperature of the drying oven used for the A. F. Ae Qlay content 

test. | 

As this study was intended to emphasize the refractory 

materials rather than the binding materials, only simple and 

familiar binding materials wore used. 

Due to the limitations of time, this investigation could only 

cover the setting wo of the testing method tae runing the minima 

mumber of tests, Additional tests are necessary for positive resilte,y 

but those obtained are highly indicative. 

BASIS OF PROCEDURE 

Physical, wear on sand in foundry use is the result of the 

(ling, sand preparations reclaiming and ramming methods used. 

This woar te essentially abrasion of ernie against grain with no 

  

partiewlar direct onal orientation of the grains, Some of this wear 

ig) and some is pure moveront with mo con- 

  

is under pressure (ranmi 

fining pressure (handling). Mulling, which ie used ag ao method of 

mixing foundry send, contains both of these types of wear and the 

wear produced by it is proportional to time.
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A, SANDS STUDIED 

de 

ee 

Thie sand, from the Baker Mountain deposit, Virginia, 

is mined and orepared by the Kyanite Wining Corporation. As 

it occurs in the deposit, the kyanite contains mumerous in« 

clusions of various typos. There are also numerous incipient 

cleavages, the most important of which are at right angles to 

the long dimension of the grain (the parting). The prepare~_ 

tion of the sand consists of crushing the ore and concentrating 

the kyanite by flotation to effect a 90% concentrate. The 

grains are nimis 35 mesh in sige, This size is misleading, 

  

‘however’, as the grains are bladed or prolate in shape with only 

a few tabuler grains. The effect is that the overall grain 

sige is larger than the sereen size indicates, There are ho 

tore and probably a few less incipient cleavages in the pre~ 

pared kyanite sand than in the original material. Mica, quarts 

and other impurities are oresemt in the sand. 

The kyanite sand was mixed with six percent southern 

bentonite as a binder. With two percent moisture the com 

pression strength of this mixture was eight pounds and the per- 

medbility was 220. The grain sige distribution of the kyanite 

sand is shown in Curve 3. 

OTTAWA SAND 

Clean silica send from the Ottawa seebion of Illinois is
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widely used by the foundry industry, This sand is mined from 

the St, Peter deposit which had a long history of transportaq 

tion and attendant wearing. The grains, as a result of this 

abrasion, are essentially rounded. 

The gand used in this test had en American Foundryments 

Association grain fineness mmber of 70. Six percent southern 

bentonite was used as a binder and, with three percent moisture, 

the green compression strength of the mixture was seven pounds 

  

and the permeability reading was 150. 

PINK SSL, SAND 

Wany foundries use naturally bonded sands, Typical of 
these is Pink Seal Sand which is mined in Termesseey ‘The sand 

contains approximtely nineteen percent clay as determined by 
the As P Ae Clay content ~r ‘The grains of this sand are 

Swanger in shape, i 

moer of the sarxl used was 

  

The Ase F. As grain fineness m 

70. With six vercent moisture, the green compression strength 

was sixteen and the permeability reading was 10. The erein 

size distribution is shown in Curve 1, : 

  

The orincipal apoaratus used for this thesis project was a 

Lancester Mixer, type LW, manufactured by the Lancaster Iron Works, 

Inc. Thies is a one-roller muller with rotating pan, stationary | 

wheel and avo scraper blades » One stationary and one rotating arainst 

the motion of the pan. The diameter of the pan is eighteen inches 

and the depth eight ami one-half inches. The roller is eight inches 

in diameter, is free to rise and weighs seventy~two pounis.



  

  
LANCASTER MIXER, TYPE LW, BUILT BY THE LANCASTER IRON WORKS, INC. 

FIGURE 3 

  

LANCASTER MIXER WITH TOP RAISED TO SHOW ROLLER AND SCRAPERS
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The procedure required the use of equipment for the deter~ 

mination of moisture, clay content and greon strength. The equip- 

ment used was constructed in accordance with the stendards of the 

4merican Foundryments Association and is located in the Sand 

Testing Laboratory of the Industrial Engineering Department of V. P. I. 

UATNOD OF TRTING 

The procedure originally planned for thie imvestigation 

called for twenty-five pound batches of sand to be milled at a 

constant speed under constant moisture conditions in the Lancaster 

Mixer for 50 hours, One sample was to be taken each hour and tested 

for permeability, green strength, and clay content. These tests were 

to be conducted in accordance with the procedurcs adopted by the 

non! s Agsociation.® 

  

Bo eee. the study, one bateh of Pink Seal sand was olaced in 

the otter and ‘yee: te were begun according to the procedure outlined 

above, ‘This study raised several questions, Permeability and green 

strength are beth affected by moisture. Noreover » heat developed from 

the mulling action causes moisture to evaporate. A side study was 

made to determine how critical moisture is and how the proverties 

would change efter some mulling. This study wae comducted using a 

twenty-five pound seammle of kyanite with six percent southern 

bentonite es a binding material. The procedure waa based on the 

original procedure in that sand was mulled for intervals in the Lan- 

caster Mixer. At the end of cach interval, however, five pounds of the 

gard wore taken out and swt into the sand testing laboratory miller. 

  

Gy As fa As Sree eaer NGPERE Handbook"; op das 19-23» a= 33 
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Vater was added to this quantity of the sand to make the vercentage 

of moisture well above thet normally used. ‘This was then mixed for 

as brief an interval as permissible to provide uniformity and tested 

for moisture, green strength, and permeability. Two samples were 

used for cach moisture test and Mive for the strength and permea« 

pility test. These samples having dried by varying amounts were 

reintroduced into the toss miller ond mixed te homogenolity, though 

now ab a lower moisture level, The testing cycle wes conbimed until 

the moisture became too low for workability, The permeability and 

strength figures were plotted against moisture and against hours of 

milling, After ten hours of milling, the kyenite began to agglomerate. 

An increase in the permeabllity readings and erratic strength charec- 

woids, By 

  

teriotics resulted from the large masses and accompanying 

visual examinations therefore, 1t was determined that this mothed was 

faulty and the strength and permeability tests were dropved from the 

procedure. 

The calculations of the statistics for the run of Pink Seal 

gand showed that the use of a single sample wes a faulty technique. 

In order to take care of this, the procedure was altered in that five 

semples were taken from the miller at the end ef cach total mulling 

period of five hours. The miller, however, could not be mm continu- 

ously without overheating the sand, Bach five-hour period was, 

therefore, broken down into five one-hour milling intervals separated 

by nob lees than onexhalf hour cooling intervals. At the end of each 

interval the sand was seraped free of the wheel, the serapers, and the 

ing of each interval, a 

  

side and bottom e the pan. At the berinn : 

molcuire check was taken for control parpaeetis tf necessary, water
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wes added to raise the moisture to the proper amourrh. 

The standard method for determining grain distribution 

specifies that the san’ have all the clay removed before screening. 

The method used for the clay removal is the same as that specified 

for the determination of the clay content of the sand. A second 

result of the Pink Seal sand study was the observation that clay 

content as defined by the American Foundrymen's Association appeared 

to increcse as milling progressed, Since there can be only a very 

small actual change in the quantity of actual clay in a given sample 

of sami 1t became obvious, by the very nebure of the test, that the 

    

increase was predominantly an increase in very fine sand particles 

emaller than fifty microns, Such particles may eink in water at a 

rate slower then one inch per mimte and thereby satisfy the American 

irymen's Association's definition of clay, Further investigation 

pevedted thet there de « distinet relatiorddhiy between the breskionn 

mt increase in clay content 

    

of the middle-siaed grains and the apps 

as shown in Curves and 5. ghis conclusion wes checked with a 

study, using lyenite with six percent southern bentonite as a binding 

material, These results are shown in Curves 6 and 9, With this re- 

lationship in mind it was decided to base further investigations on 

the so-called clay content clone with no further investigation of 

groin distribution. 

By farther check with references and observation of preliminary 

teste, the moisture content chosen for further studies was five per- 

tent ond the allowable fluctuation was determined to be one percent 

plus or minus. One exception was made to this rule, with results as 

deveribed in the Analynis of the affects of iulling.
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This, therefore, waa the final. procedure followed: 

A twenty-five vourni batch of each of the mixes to be investi~ 

gated was milled at a constant speed in the Lancaster Mixer with 

moisture. content held between four and six percent. The mulling 

wos done in one~hour intervals between which the sand was sorsped 

free of equipment parte and moisture content was checked. At the 

end of cach five-hour total milling period five samles wore tested 
for clay content. 7
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ANALYSIS OF THG BPFQOTS OF MULLING 

A. PINK SEAL SAND 

In order for a foundry sand to function properly, a large 

portion of its grains should be nearly uniform in sine. A perfect 

segregation is undesirable, however, mainly for economic reasons. 

fhe grain size distribution for a typical naturally bonded sand is 

shown in Curve 1. Here the average weight of the sand remaining 

en the screens from ten samples of Pink Seal sand have been plotted 

on a straight vertical scale against 2 logarithmic horizontal scale 

of the size of screen opening im millimeters. The result bears a 

  

Close resexblance to a normal curve. This resemblance is proved by 

plotting the same deta in cumlLative form against the samo scales 

as in Curve 2. 

Tb may be noted that the peak in Curve 1 is formed by the 

grains larger than 0.10 millimeters and smaller than 0.21 milli~ 

meters in diameter, ‘his range of sises forms the basis for the 

percent of grains on three adjacent screens. This percentage changes 

with milling, as is show in Curve hy thereby deseribing the affect 

of yulling on the peak of the grain size distribution curve. If this 

curve is compared with Curve 5, which shows the variation in A, Fa As 

cley content for the same period, the decrease of the percent on 

three adjacent screens appears to bear a distinet relationship to 

the increase of A. P. Ay clay content, This is reasonable as the 

material worn off the middle~sice grains would logically be in very 

fine particles. 

cusye 3 shows that the grains of Pink Seal sand wore at @
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steady rate for the first 25 hours of milling and to no aporeciable 

extent thereafter, It is probable that, after 25 hours of milling, 

the large amount of small grain material present in the sand acted as 

& cushion for the larger grains, 

The effects of milling 

strength of Pink Seal sand are shown in Curves 5 and 4, These 

  

& on permeability and green compression 

curves show that the inerease of fine grains caused the sand to 

require more molsture to obtain a desired permeability or strength 

and decreased the maximum permeability or strength that could be 

obtained, In a modern foundry, smch of thie fine grain material 

would be removed by some moans so as to eliminate these difficultics, 

Microscopic analysis showed that the grains of Pink Seal sand 

tested had received a slight rounding effect,.changing then from 

a ene AE +o a sub-rounded shapes 

“With Pink Seal. gand ae with all of the other sands tested the 

    

gand changed color as willing progressed, This was cmiged by iron 

and iren oxide picked up from the miller, 

OTTAWA SAND 

The grain sise distribution of Ottawa sand is similar to that 

of Pink Seal sand, the mejor differences being the lower proportion 

of fine grains and very low A, FP. A. clay content. 

A batch of Obbewa send with six percent southern bentonite and 

four to six percent moisture was milled in accordance with the 

final. procedure to obtain the data for Curve 7, The variances 

weve calewleted and, on the aseumction that the population was 

normal, three sigma limite were set up on @ither side of the points 

representing the pene averages, The fuctuat tion of the limits 

7 He
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indicates that the ascumotion of normaley is faulty, This is to 

he expected as the sample wears. Nevertheless, the limits serve 

ae confidence limite and assist im indicating the difference 

between sands. 

Gorve 7 indicates that the sub-rounded grains of Ottawa sand 

wear at a low rates Wieroscopic analysis shows that there is little 

oy no further rounding of the grains as a result of wear, 

Mims 35 mesh kyonite has a similar grain sise distribution 

to that of the silica foundry sands tested. Gurwe 0 shows this 

distribution and the effects of milling on it. , The wearing down of . 

the middle+«size grains and the increase of fine grains are evident, 

The sample illustrated in Curve 8 was a. batch of kyanite sand 

mixed with six percent southern bentonite end two to three por 

cont moisture. The rate of wear (Curves 85 9, or 10) indicates that 

this lew moisture content hastens the wear of kyanite samc. 

The data for Curve 11 was taken on a batch of kyanite sand with 

six vercent southern bentonite and four to six percent moleture. 

This mixture was mulled in accordance with the final procedure. The 

curve indicates that, although wear is not rapid, kyanite is affected 

by physical wear faster than silica sand, 

  

Curve 12 was developed by tracing Curves 7 and 11 and their 

gonfidence Limits onto one set of coordinates in such a wanner thet 

they coincide at the five-hour point, This assumes that the ‘two 

sends are equal in A. F. A. clay content after being mulled no more 

than five hours. _ 

Tn Curve ea the sinensis of the confidence limits indicates
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that for less than thirty-five hours of milling, the effects of 

weary on the two sands may have been identical. 

Microscopie analysis of the kyanite grains which had been 

mulled. for 50 hours showed thet the grains had received some rounding 

effect both at the terminations and on the sides of the grains. 

Incipient cleavages were apparent on these grains as they had been 

on the willed sand, Gvidently, there wae a tendency for the 

grains to be rounded somewhat even though they possessed incipient 

CLeAvages. :
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECCUMENDATIONS 

Physiesl wear may be applied te a sand by using a 

laboratory muller, This method produces positive indications, 

although it ie slow, . 

Both the silica sand ond the kyanite sand used in this 

research have grain distributions similar to a normal. curve, The 

effect of physical wear on the curve ic to decrease the peak which 

consists of the high proportion of middle-size grains. There is a 

resulting increase in the proportion of very fine grains. This 

inerease can be meagured by the increase of A. fF. A. clay content. 

If the proportion of fine materials is allowed to build up — 

in the foundry sand system, the permeability and green compression 

strength of the sand will suffer. uP 

Kyanite sand appears to hold up well in comparigon with silica 

sani for many mulling hours. Because of the drastic nature of the 

wearing method employed in this investigation, it is possible that 

only a few hours under this method may represent a long period of 

normal foundry use. Thus, it is possible that the life of kyanite 

sand would be quite sufficient in view of its desirable casting 

characteristics. furthermore, the rounding of the kyanite grains 

indicates that, after a large portion of the grains hed received sone 

rounding, they might become resistant to further wear. This might 

be an important factor in a foundry which has a good sand reclamation 

system. 

A recommendation can be made with respect to the moisture 

content of a kyanite mixture in foundry use. Tho rate of wear will 

dnersase considerably if the moisture womb ia alowed to drop
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below 4%, Higher moisture percentages, while undesirable under 

ordinary cireumstances, may be offset by the higher permoabillity 

of kyonite sand,
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TARLE I 
weonbies tc amenremab cet 

U. & SERIES BOUIVALEN? WUMOSRS AND SIzus oF 

MRSH OPENING OF SISVRS FoR POUNDIY raTeRrals 

  

4 
U. &, Series Size of Sereen 

Equivalent Opening In 

Naber MilLiimeters 

20 6,.8),0 

30 04590 

LO 0420 

BO 0.277 

fo 04210 

  

100 Osl? | 

140 0.10 5 

200 0.074 

270 0,053         

The size of opening for pan is arbitrarily 

taken ag 0,020 since material 20 microns or 

emaller in diameter is defined by 4. F, A. 

stendards as clay.



GRAIN 

PINK 

O16 DISTRIBUTION OF UNMULLID 

x | 4 dea gee way 
oy so Jedd IN GRAMS 

  

i ‘ WH a iil, os Sereen Thurnbers 

  

Sample | 20 30 0 50 70 100 A 200 270| Pan 

A OL | 013 | 682] 675 | 3680 | UesBO 121,50] 7S | 852] 1sk0 

B | .05| .19 | .89 | 1689 | 3639 | 16.69 112,99] 2.39 39 | Led 

C OL | 610] 02 | 2e80] 3.38 | 16.30 [22,75] 2.85 | 51 1.55 

D e10 | 620 | «70 | UshkS | 2.75 | 15.25 [DiehO| 2.90] 5] 2.59 

g o02 | 018 | -69 | 1650 | 2685 | 17.40 |12.27| 2.70 2531 LalkO 

F a6 e039 | 200 | 2965 | -9535 | 2700 [12568] 20 iO | 1.39 

G eS | 626] «70 [1060 | 3e10 | 14,88 [1b.57| 25 7h «Sly | 1460 

Hi «10 | «17 | 280 | 1.70 | 3.40 | 15.70 ]13.30] 2.60] .55| 1.65 

tr |iog | .21 | .80 | 1670 | 3439 | 16,00 23.20] 2.90 | «h0] 1.80 

                        
  

a OS | 61S | 675 | 1655 | 3622 | 15.55 [1b625] 2455 052 | 1.60 

Ave. | «605 | «16 | 279 | 1666 | 3629 | 15.96 [13.45] 2.6 oh | Lebh 

CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION oF AVERAGES 

  

  
Cute 270 

Screen Numbers 

70 50 
“i 
a 20 

  

te va: 
ae ¥E 6     

+ 

    34030       
Oh ghee 

weg?   G
e
 

e-
 

Ne
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* 
ne
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me)
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  37 of k   ha
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GRAIN SIZE DISTRIBUTION oF UNWLiae Krurre ~ 

MINUS THIRTY“PIVE MOSH WITH SIX PuRcENT souTITaAN 

BENTONITE ~ IN a8 

oamole Sereen Number 

Hos lo |. 50 70 100 ho 200 270 Pan 

i gl: | .Gu36-| 25007 | 228k | 7.68 Se77 |. AeT? | Dee 

2 wh | CO 17.80 13.13 6,62 Bets Lah lls 

3 wis | GPO | 12sb5 | 13058 | WOk | BOS). Us 09S 

h ah2 | 6525 Lak 13.106 7463 103 1.80 1620 

5 «iD | 6400 12.27 | 13407 Ta5S | leds |. 2690 | 1625 

6 ol? |. te8O |. 2500 | 280 | WO |. het 205 | Lehd 

7 «15 12.68 | 13.15 Se7h |. Inte | Lath 

8 

SO
 

Raw TS 

13,25 

11,95 

Ly 209 

11,85 

12.90 

7425 

7405 

7409 
    AVG «       12.70 em     7elO       
  

 



(WITH SIX PROT 

the 

  

Gel We 

ey Five 4 ROU 
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SIPs Se PS PEN EE A hori race 
a0n CF RYAN TTs 

    

se 

SOUTHERN BENTONITS AND Two 

ENY MOISTURE) In aw 

  

Sample | ho| 50 

Sereeon Muniber 

70 100 10 | 200 
Percent 

Clay 
  

A 10 | 6410 

¢ #7 | 6490 

im at 

De a? oe Oo 

By C7 15 5 460 

vee? Raa re by67 ee Te 

i . ‘ 
12435: | L26k5 |) Te50 | la dd 

12.00 -| 11.50] 6,60 | 3,98 

re 
7 ee 

0.10 

    AVE ages ell! 5. fle                     7655 
  

Percent on three 
adjacent screens 

  

Be LULLED Te 

il
 

& 

| HOURS 
  

Sample | LO | 50 

Screen lanber 

70 100° LuO 200 
Pereent 

Clay 

  

b wi2 | SudS 

B 10 | bet 

s09 | 3487 

0 “0 | Sue 

977 | WehO | 6.80] he 

1o,b0 | 20.85 | 6.72 | ke30 

Woe27 | Wed? | Ge87 |. 3632 

10.90 | 10.30 | 6.60 | 3.85 

9,95 1 «35 Geli5 1.05 

2.90 

“hea! 

12480 

12.90 

13,00 
    Aver     AOS lO ! h @ 7   ub 

104,26 1° 10.45 @ e th
 

La
b 

a
o
 

*             
  

Percent on three 
adjacent screens 40.26 # 10.55 4 6.63 ,° 

56 j 
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C. MOLLE) FIPTgoN HouRS 

Sereen Thusber 

Sample| 10] 30 70 100 LkO | 200 270| Pan Gontent 

A | 643] ek | 20026| 20.64 | 6,59. teoe | ek6| dass] 15,06 

B 910] 5,12 | 10,82 10429 | Gell | 3054]. 2000] by 25| 15.12 

G 925 | Sek@ | 11000] 16.60 | 5,88 |] 3.2 | te9C] ohO!] Thh6 

D | 419] 5435 | 12620] 10.48 | 5.99 | 3.25 | 1688] 4.26] bb 
2B e288 | $490 10587 | 10.50 | 5.89 | 3450 | 2.05] lue25/ 14.92 

Avers | . 

ages.| 018] 5.16 | 10082] 10,50 | 6.09] 3.53 | 2606/4432] Lus80 

eijenan soreee "MRL U EE 8B. 6as 

D. MULLED TWENTY HOURS 

Sereen lumber — 

Sample| 40| 50 7G 100 10 200 270 Pan bomen 

A e20 | Hah | 10207 |'10.08 | 6603 | °3.53 | 2.30) 5.2h] 17422 

B lL | 3494 | 9613 | 9a53 | Gold | 4.0K | 2053) 5064) 17628 

C | 1B] be3h | 9495 | 9492°| 5488 | 3469 | 26h] 5423) 17,00 
D #15] 2030 | 9073 | Me7E | 5499 | F081 | 2627] Sel7] 176K0 

& | 610| 3.76 | 9470 | t0u3 | 6.26 | 3.73 | 2.27] 5.05] 272k 

Aver~ 
ages | 015] 3«74 | 9672 9495 | 6609 | 3076 | 2493 | S027] 17023 

sapecanh sererne = 94716 # gett £609: = 31 016% 
  

  

 



wlibe 

TABS 
COMPUTATION OF PERCENTAG? OF PINE SEAL SAND 

ON THREE ADJACUNT SCRERNS WITH MULLING 

A. HO MULLING 
  

  

            

Be MULLING sampLes 
  

  

            

Mean quantity on sereens (From Table 2) Eanes 

ie 100 ho Total, SO Grane 

3019 15496 13-45 32.59 65.19 

a Grams on Sereone il ie 0 

Walled| 70 100 1k0 «|| Total | 50 gos. 

| 3056 | 16,75 | 12,05 | 32.36 | 64.72 — 

5 13080 | 17090 | A1e60 | 32k0 | Ge, 80 

6 | 3.20 | 15.95 | 12.75 | 31.90 | 63.80 

7 |3.W0 | 16.77 | 22025 | 32.h2 | 64.82 
8 | 3655 | 16475 | 12.85 | 32.15 | Ghe30 

9 | 3069 | 16.20.) 12.60 | 32.49 | 64.98 

10 | 3480 | 17.70 | 10.36 | 31.80 63.60 

A. | 4e00) 17-00.| 9.75 | 30.75 | G1.50 

12 | 3652 | 16.70.) W138 | B87 | 63014 

13° | 3620 | 25.80-| 11,02 | 30.02 | 60.0) 

Us | 3039 | 19.90 | 8.75 | 32s0k | 64608 

15 | behO | 15.60 | 10.50 | 30.50 | 61.00 

16 | 3270 | LhelS | 12.25 | 30.10 | 60,20 

17 «| 366k | 25689 | 20.87 | 30.0 | 60,60 

18 | heO2 | Uy.70 | 1.40 | 30-12 | 60.2h 

19 | 3.27 | 13.88 | 12.60 | 29.32 | 50.54 
20 h,10 | Un.50 | 10.50 | 29.20 56.10   
  

 



Be 
eh Ca ws 

WLLIRG fi rh Be (com ?) 

wifi 

  

  

            

Towed Grams on Sereend Percent. 
Tours Grams of 

Malled| 76 100 10 Total, 50 gms 

ZL, | bw6S | UsdS | 9487 | 28.67 S76 3h 

22, | 3e77 | 15055 | 10,87 | 30,29 60438 

24, | Se32] nel | 8.75 | 26.52 57.0, 

2% | 3670 | 14,25) 12.20 | 29.05 58,10 

28 | keto | 13.65.) 10.75.| 28.90 | 57.00 

30 | 3685 | 14.20/22.26 |] 29,32 58,62 

32 «| 3670 | 13472] 11.60 | 29,02 56.0), 

BS  |.3685 | 13657] 10.30 | 27.72 SS lily 

hO | e5O | 13.90] 10.28 | 28.68 57236 

WS | be3B7 | 3Bsh2] 9662 | 27062 bs22 

BO *| be00 | 14.90] 10.90 29.80 | 39.60 
  

 



  

OUTENT OF PINK SBAL SAND 

As UNMULLED -    
  

Percent’ 

  

Tota Total 
Samples clay Hours Clay Hours Clay 

Malled | Content bulled | Content 

iL 19420 h 2063h, 16 2000 

2 19430 > 20420 iy Sal) 

3 19616 21,400 2 23076 

P
r
e
 

=
 

w~ 
8 

wy
 

& 
wm 

10 

1940 

19.22 

19,00 

18.20 

19420 

18.90 

19630 
    Mean   12 609   
  

co 
«
3
 

©
 

30 

¢ 

12 

3 
Li 

a5 

16 

a   

20.80 

20490 

20.60 

20,60 

214)0 

21.80 

21.480 

21.90 

22,00 

23460 
23.60   

21 

2e 

26 

26 
. 

  

2h. 76 

23.426 

5 50 

25.08 

25470 

23,60 

23.00 

27430 

211430 

2ha2t 

25,10 
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TABLE 7 

TABLULATION OF CLAY CONTENT FOR OTPOWA SILICA 

SAND (WITH SIX PERCENT SOUTHERN BENTONTTE 

AND FOUR TO SIX PEROT MOISTURE) 
  

Total ror 0 = 1 

  

      

fours My} Xp 1 Hee, | we | F | s@ | ae | B4a- a 
Mulled | — ' 3 4 . ra ae 

5 3606 | b.20 | 4.96 | 5.08 | bo82] 4.568 | 2715 11.56] 6.15 | 3.02 

10 A 1 5430| 59221 5.20 | 5.0 | 5.66 
SallO | 60739 10.81! 6.72 | 60 

B | 5015] S.6h | 5.80 | 5.72 | Sue? 

15 5290] 5.10 | 4e90 | 5.90 Swod | 56372 | «2379 | UehS| 6483 | 3.92 

20 & 5,60 6.3) 6456 5666 6652 r f 

&e25 | e1315 11.091 7.3L | 5.13 
B ; 54.80 6.19 6.38 5.60 0630 

25 6,62 | 5.60 | 5.80 | 6.50 | 6.90 | 6.28) .| 233203 11.68 | 7496 | 4.60 

30 A 16.40] 6.96 | 7636 | 6.50 | 6.00 | 

B 18.96| 7.72 | 8.! Feb | 8.00 |. 

35 6.10 | 8,26 | 7.86 | 8.2) | 8.40 | 6.340 | 880 | 2.09 | 10.23 | 6.05 

ho 8.10 | 6.60 | 6.70 | 7.00 | 7616 | 7.122 | 23550 [1.79 | 8.90 | 5.32 

LS 7260 | 7076 | Tels | 7672 | 77h | 76692 | e017 | O00 | 8.05 | 7425 

50 7e50 | 7ol8 | Pode | B32 | Te) | 70856 | 6296. 12436] F.2L | 6519                 
  

 



  

  

  

=
 

Ee W
L
   w

h
 

o   +61   
6,67 

9406 

791 

7003 

B.u7 

Tove Hours | For Sample Mean 

MulLLed 3g 18 £ 3Bcr| X= 37 

5 «10| Se29 | 3.89 

10 036) Se77 | Sa0S 

is 066) 6.03 | be? 

el ot? 6.71 6673 

2 o7S| . 1603 | 553 

6013 

7420 

Gad 

Tot? 

7025   
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TADLS 6 

RESULTS OF CLOY CONTUNT TuSTS POR KYANIT: WITH 

SUR PURGE mir SCUTH@al Bt BNTONLTS AnD FOUR TO 

one PORCENT MOISTURE 

  

Total Samples é Ror N= 1_ 
Hours | % | 4%, % | %| Xe z g2 | 3c Jk # 30] X 
Hulled 
  

  

5 | 8.50) 8.60] 8.86] 9.50] 8,86| 8.86) | .152711.17110,03 | 7.69 

10 | &.92/10.62| 8,00] 8.80| 8.98| 9,064 | .9127|2.86]12,92 | 6.20 

15 | 9.88] 8,90/10.68] 9.60] 9.2h |] 9.660 | h991}2,04]32.70 | 7.62 

@ _|10480]10,70| 12.460|22.56] 12.00 | 12.232 | 2792 |2.27}12.40 | 9.86 

25 —|12..18]12.04| 12.05}22.9h4| 11.79 | 12.400 | .1861|2.30/12.70 [10.10 

12040 |132h0| 1.3.<0/12.50/ 12.90 | 12.920 |¢2270/2.43]1s.35 |LL.ke 

15,46 |15430| 16.10|15489125.18 [15.604 |.2702|2.24116.64 [1036 

.90117»70| 18-00|17.00|27.80 | 27.600 | .1480/2.24 118.7 [160k 

20.90|20.64| 21.424 |22.400| 22420 | 20,996 |.0593| 273] 21.72 |20ep¢ 
3.60 1234h0| 24.00 |24j.00| 23.70 | 236740 |.0680| .78]2li.52 |22696               e 

t
e
 

S
a
a
S
 

R
S
 

be
 

wu
d % oS
              



  

Totel Hours For Ggmmle Mean — 

  

    

Mhalled 3G Xf 30 X~ 3¢ 

5 53 9039 8.3h 

10 1.28 10.35 7.78 

15 92 10.58 8.75 

20 057 11.70 10.56 

a5 «58 11.98 10.82 

30 26h 13456 12420 

35 56 16.16 15.0) 

40 51 18.12 17.09 

5 «33 21.32 20.66 

50 «35 2.09 23039        
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SOR Ate te eres WAT TL pire ree Oe eee Chae piety 
SOAL GAND WITH VaueING PuaCae EGao OF WOLITURE 

le Permeability of Unmilled Sand 
  

Percentages of Molsture 

Samples 1367 | be? | be? | 502 | 660 | Ged | 760 | Bo 

1 3h at a? 29) ib 36 36 i 

33 36 a? hO | 40 of uJ. i 
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hm 

be
 « WA
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Averages | 33                         
2, Permeability of Sand Mulled 50 hours 

  

Percentages of Ko iehure 

oamLes heb Se2 6.2 o> Ted r Bel O60 10.6 

1 wm | | So | 26) 361) | 33 | 

oie) ese | | |) ee 

OP aT ee 1 ee | Set Sk Te 

91161 @ | 6 | 32] wD] BB | 

5 9} 171.2 | 2 | 32] 32 | Be | 2% 

9| 6) oe | @ | Bey Bh) 8] 

  

RS
 5 

iS 

                      | Averages 
 



3e Green Compression Strength of Ummlled Sand 

  

Percenbapes | 

   
  

1 5 aera " ‘ % be fi 
namo Les 3 2 7 he z ihe { r <. * 2 

ib or) # wt 

1 GeO | 95 | PS | Lieb OeD 

ee
 

ta
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se
 

wi
 

* WA
 

e cS
 

ws
 

S * co
 

ee
 

p
e
d
 

  

                        
  

Averages | 565 | Te5 | 102 |] 1205 ] 2500 | 12.0] LesS | To? 

h. Green Compression Strength of Sand Mulled Fifty Hours 

  

Percentages of Moleture 
a 

Samples lid 562 642 be5 Te5 Bad) 949 , 10.6 i 

  

at 

41.0 ] 10.0 | Dia0 -] 10.5 | 16.5 fon
t 

o
 

. we
 

2 

Ww 

PS
 

W
A
 

e © a
 

® oO
 

                    
2 BaD lied Tae 10.5 945 Ligh 1045 1240 

h 365 | 6.5 900 | Ee5 | 1065 | 1265 |] 10,0 

$ 200 | hed | 95 | Fed | 1000 | 1000 | 900 

Averages | 345 | us6 247 9.5 | Wek | 10.7.] 1000    
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